
Low-Temperature Correlation of Property
Data for Dilute Aqueous Lithium Bromide
Solution

A new correlation for some transport properties of aqueous solutions, based on
the data published by Sawada et al. [1], is proposed. The main objective of the
new fit is to give a smooth transition to the properties of pure water to allow the
use of the fit in the region of very dilute solutions. Additionally, the quality of the
fit to the experimental data is improved compared to the original correlation. An
extrapolation of the new correlation in the other direction, i.e., to higher mass
fractions and temperatures, is smooth but does not fully capture the trend
described by other experimental datasets. To this end, the correlation has to be
refined further.
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1 Introduction

The extension of the application range of absorption refrigera-
tion with water as refrigerant to temperatures below 0 �C usu-
ally requires an additive in the evaporator to avoid freezing.
With lithium bromide (LiBr) already in use as a sorbent, the
usage of dilute solutions in the evaporator for this purpose is
an evident option. The method has been experimentally proven
for refrigeration and heat pump applications (e.g., Kühn et al.
[2] and Richter [3]) but is not widely applied yet. To facilitate
the design of evaporators with dilute aqueous solutions of LiBr
below 0 �C, accurate property correlations for these operating
conditions are required.

Sawada et al. [1] have presented measured data and correla-
tions for surface tension s, dynamic viscosity h, and thermal
conductivity l of aqueous solutions of LiBr and lithium thyo-
cyanate (LiSCN) in the region of interest. The purely empirical
correlation has an identical general form for any arbitrary
property PSol of both saline solutions:

PSol ¼ a Tb 100 xð Þc (1)

with temperature T in K, mass fraction x in kgLiBrkgSol
–1 and

the real coefficients a, b, and c.
The correlation gives implausible results below the lower val-

idity threshold of mass fraction (see Tab. 1). For x approaching
zero, the correlated values do not meet the data of pure water
but they tend to zero or to infinity depending on the sign of
the exponent c in Eq. (1).

In order to remove this feature which prohibits the use of
the correlation in the region of very dilute solutions, a new cor-
relation based on the experimental data for aqueous lithium

bromide by Sawada et al. [1] is developed. The original form
shown in Eq. (1) is extended by normalizing and linking it to
the respective property of pure water PW(T)

PSol

PW Tð Þ ¼ 1þ a
T

TC

� �b

xc (2)

with new coefficients fitting the experimental data and meeting
per definition the established equations for pure water. Addi-
tionally, the temperature is normalized with the critical temper-
ature of water TC [4] to avoid differences in magnitude between
the independent variables temperature and composition.

The data for liquid water extending to subcooled conditions
are provided by the IAPWS release R1-76 [5] for surface ten-
sion s and the IAPWS supplementary release SR6-08 [6]
respectively Pátek et al. [7] for thermal conductivity l and dy-
namic viscosity h. These equations can be reasonably extra-
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Table 1. Validity ranges of Sawada et al. [1].

s L h

Temperature 255 K £ T
£ 298 K

268 K £ T
£ 298 K

263 K £ T
£ 298 K

Mass fraction 0.05 £ x
£ 0.20

0.10 £ x
£ 0.20

0.05 £ x
£ 0.20
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polated down to 253.15 K. The pressure dependence of liquid
aqueous property data at subatmospheric pressure is negligible.
Therefore, data recorded at standard atmospheric pressure can
be used down to the saturation pressure at the respective tem-
peratures.

2 Method

The original experimental data is manually extracted from the
published diagrams of Sawada et al. [1] with WebPlotDigitizer
[8]. In the case of thermal conductivity and viscosity, Sawada et
al. [1] used data that originate from other sources [9] addition-
ally to their own data for fitting; all these data are employed in
this work as well without differentiating between the sources.
The data points for pure water (x = 0) were left out due to the
normalization to PW with the respective sets of equations. Then
new coefficients according to Eq. (2) are fitted with the cftool
App from MATLAB’s curve fitting toolbox [10]. A nonlinear
least square method with a trust-region algorithm was applied.
No weighting and no outlier detection has been applied. Since
varying iteration start values can lead to different solutions, the
process was repeated 10 000 times with different random start
values. The goodness of fit was determined with the following
parameters provided by MATLAB (Field [11], nomenclature
adapted to MATLAB):

DFE: The degree of freedom for residuals respectively errors
(DFE) is the difference between the number of measured val-
ues. The correlation is based on n and the number of estimated
coefficients, m (Eq. (3)). This parameter is reported in Tab. 3 to
facilitate the assessment of the other parameters.

DFE ¼ n�m (3)

SSE/RMSE: The residual sum of squares or sum of squares
estimate of errors (SSE) is the sum of squares of the difference
between the observed data yi and the value predicted by the
model ŷi (Eq. (4)). The root-mean-square deviation or error
(RMSE) relates the root of this difference to the degree of free-
dom for residuals (see Eqs. (3) and (5)). These parameters have
to be minimal. Since both are closely related, only RMSE is
reported in Tab. 3.

SSE ¼
Xn

i¼1

yi � ŷi

� �2
(4)

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1 yi � ŷi

� �2

DFE

s
(5)

R2/Radj.
2: The coefficient of determination R2 describes the

proportion of the variance in the dependent variable that is
predictable from the independent variables (Eq. (6)). The ad-
justed coefficient of determination Radj.

2 accounts for the rela-
tion of the number of data points to the number of parameters
(Eq. (7)). Since the degree of freedom for residuals is close to
the number of data points for all investigated properties, this
parameter deviates only slightly from the coefficient of deter-
mination. Therefore, only this value is reported in Tab. 3. These
parameters are optimal for a value of 1.

R2 ¼ 1�
Pn

i¼1 yi � ŷi

� �2Pn
i¼1 yi � �yð Þ2

(6)

R2
adj: ¼ 1� n� 1ð Þ

DFE

Pn
i¼1 yi � ŷi

� �2Pn
i¼1 yi � �yð Þ2

(7)

Afterwards the best fit was selected by a minimum/maxi-
mum search within the stored goodness of fit parameters. In all
cases the selected fit was optimal in all four evaluated parame-
ters.

Finally, diagrams are plotted for all three properties over
temperature and mass fraction. Isosteric and isothermal lines
are shown which have been computed with both the original
correlations and the newly fitted correlations. The experimen-
tal values of Sawada et al. [1] and selected other experimental
values are added to the diagrams. In order to compare the cor-
relation to measured data deviating slightly from defined iso-
thermal and isosteric lines, the data points for plotting are
selected with a tolerance of Dx = ± 0.005 along the isosteric
lines and a tolerance of DT = ± 1K along the isothermal lines.
Consequently, the diagrams with temperature as abscissa
always show all measured data from Sawada et al. [1], whereas
the diagrams with mass fraction as abscissa leave out some data
points deviating from the chosen isothermal lines since the
temperature interval of Sawada et al. [1] is smaller than the
chosen interval for isothermal lines. Where deviating concen-
trations within the tolerance are reported, this is shown in the
figure’s legend. The crystallization line was plotted using the
mass fraction and temperature of crystallization calculated with
the correlation by Patek and Klomfar [12] inserted into the
new correlation.

3 Results

Tab. 2 shows the fitted parameters of Eq. (2) for all properties
rounded to four valid digits. Using more digits has not led to a
significant improvement of the correlation. All diagrams have
been plotted with this set of parameters.

Tab. 3 presents the results for goodness of fit for the new cor-
relation as well as for the original correlation. The goodness of
fit is calculated for y = PSol/PW for both correlations. The fit for
surface tension s is excellent for both correlations. The new
correlation fits better than the original correlation. The experi-
mental scatter is low and the approach is well suited to repro-
duce the evolution with temperature as well as with mass frac-
tion. The fit for thermal conductivity l has a root-mean-square
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Table 2. Coefficients of best fits.

s l h

a 0.02386 –1.251 301.7

b –2.951 0.5827 5.738

c 0.8455 1.209 1.389
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deviation that is nearly a magnitude higher. The adjusted coef-
ficient of determination is also worse than for surface tension.

The new correlation’s goodness of fit for thermal conductiv-
ity is slightly better than that of the original correlation. The
goodness of fit for dynamic viscosity h is worse yet. This can be
attributed to a higher experimental uncertainty resulting in
more scatter. The root mean square deviation for the original
correlation is nearly a magnitude higher than for the new cor-
relation. The original correlation’s adjusted coefficient of deter-
mination is negative, therefore indicating that the average value
provides a better fit than the correlation. Overall, the new cor-
relation’s goodness-of-fit parameters for all properties are in a
range that indicates the suitability of the equation’s form to
capture the dependence of all properties on temperature and
composition within the selected range.

3.1 Surface Tension

The plot of surface tension over temperature in Fig. 1a shows a
good agreement of measured and experimental values espe-

cially for the new correlation. The experimental data shows
only little scatter. However, a significant deviation of the origi-
nal correlation to the experimental values is visible at the lower
boundary of its validity (x = 0.05). Finally, it is observed that
some data points lie in the area beyond the crystallization limit.
It is not sure whether these data points can be attributed to
subcooled conditions or experimental uncertainty. Never-
theless, they have not been excluded from the data set for fit-
ting.

The same data plotted over mass fraction in Fig. 1b gives a
good impression of the increasing deviation of the original cor-
relation towards its limits of validity whereas the new correla-
tion gives a smooth transition to the surface tension of pure
water (marked with a star).

The deviation between measured and calculated surface ten-
sion is illustrated in Fig. 2. The original correlation predicts
measured data with a maximum deviation from –1.5 % to
+0.5 %. The new correlation gives even better results with a
maximum deviation of ± 0.5 %.

3.2 Thermal Conductivity

The plot of thermal conductivity
over temperature in Fig. 3a shows a
significant scatter of the experi-
mental data. Regarding tempera-
ture dependence, both correlations
show similar agreement to the data.

Fig. 3b indicates thermal conduc-
tivity against composition. Within
the validity range of the original
correlation the experimental data is
reproduced adequately by both cor-
relations. However, the extrapolat-
ed original correlation tends to in-
finity for x fi 0 whereas the new
correlation has a smooth transition
to the properties of pure water for
the respective temperature marked
with a star.

The relative deviation of experi-
mental and calculated data for
thermal conductivity is similar for
both correlations as demonstrated
in Fig. 4. Despite the higher scatter
in experimental data resulting in
mediocre goodness-of-fit parame-
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Table 3. Goodness-of-fit parameters.

s l h

New correlation Original correlation New correlation Original correlation New correlation Original correlation

DFE 32 32 34 34 71 71

RMSE 0.001839 0.006025 0.01078 0.01193 0.04843 0.2324

Radj.
2 0.9928 0.9227 0.9561 0.8239 0.8021 –3.558
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a) b)

Figure 1. Surface tension plotted against temperature (a) and mass fraction (b). Measured values
from Sawada et al. [1]. Isosteric lines for both correlations in (a) 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 increas-
ing from bottom to top. Isothermal lines for both correlations in (b) –10 �C, 0 �C, 10 �C, and 20 �C
increasing from top to bottom.
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ters seen in Tab. 3, the maximum deviation of both correlations
is in the range from –2.5 % to +3 %.

3.3 Dynamic Viscosity

Fig. 5a displays the experimental data reported by Sawada et al.
[1] and the original as well as the new correlation for viscosity
over temperature for different mass fractions. The experimental
data exhibits a larger relative scatter compared to the other
properties. Both correlations reproduce the basic trend of the
temperature dependence of viscosity. The isosteric lines of the
original correlation, however, do not capture the absolute val-
ues of the data, whereas the new correlation follows the experi-
mental data more closely. Some experimental values between

0 �C and 10 �C for x = 0.05 indicate a lower viscosity than for
pure water at the same temperature. Since this is not supported
by other data available in this temperature and concentration
range [13, 14], measurement error is a more plausible explana-
tion than an actual physical effect.

In the mass fraction and temperature range considered for
this correlation, the influence of mass fraction on viscosity is
low compared to the influence of temperature. This is visible in
the close stacking of isosteric lines in Fig. 5a as well as in the
rather flat slope of isothermal lines in Fig. 5b.

The plot of this data set over mass fraction in Fig. 5b gives
more insight where the original correlation fails to predict vis-
cosity. The curvature of the fitting correlation is reversed com-

pared to the experimental data
except for 0 �C and a significant
offset is visible compared with ex-
perimental data. The new correla-
tion follows the experimental data
more closely but still does not re-
produce all data points. Since no
uncertainty of experimental values
is reported in the original publica-
tion [1], it is not possible to assess
this deviation properly, but it seems
that the outlying data point at 0 �C
and x = 0.05 is not reliable. For
future investigations, more data
covering this range should be in-
cluded into the correlation. Using
an outlier detection to exclude such
data points from the correlation
might also be an option.

Due to the more pronounced
scatter of experimental data for vis-
cosity, the goodness of fit repre-
sented by the parameters in Tab. 3
is the worst of all properties inves-
tigated in this article. The deviation
of the original correlation from
experimental data shown in Fig. 6
is rather pronounced. It ranges
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Figure 2. Deviation from measured data of surface tension cal-
culated with the original correlation [1] and the new correlation.
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Figure 3. Thermal conductivity plotted against temperature (a) and mass fraction (b). Measured
values from Sawada et al. [1]. Isosteric lines for both correlations in (a) 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20
increasing from top to bottom. Isothermal lines for both correlations in (b) 0 �C, 10 �C, and 20 �C
increasing from bottom to top.
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Figure 4. Deviation from measured data of thermal conductivity
calculated with the original correlation [1] and the new correla-
tion.
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from –7 % to +32 % with a systematic tendency to overpredict
viscosity. However, since an accuracy of ± 10 % is claimed for
the original correlation together with the negative adjusted co-
efficient of determination (see Tab. 3), a typographic error in
the original publication seems plausible. The new correlation
results in deviations from –11 % to +17 % with no systematic
bias. This is a significant improvement as compared to the
original correlation in addition to the feature of capturing the
data of pure water.

4 Comparison to other Experimental
Data and Extrapolation

For all properties, the new correlation reproduces the depen-
dency of experimental data on temperature and mass fraction
adequately, which allows to check the possibility of a decent ex-
trapolation beyond the range of validity. The validity based on
the experimental data of Sawada et al. [1] and the calculated
values for pure water ranges from pure water up to a mass frac-
tion of x = 0.2 and from a temperature of –15 �C for surface
tension, –5 �C for thermal conductivity, and –10 �C for dynam-
ic viscosity or the ice line, up to 25 �C. For a qualitative assess-
ment of a possible extrapolation, the new correlation is com-
pared with other experimental data. A range of 0 �C to 40 �C
and x = 0 to x = 0.4 is chosen for the comparison of the extrap-
olated new correlation.

4.1 Surface Tension

Surface tension without additives close to the validity range of
Sawada et al. [1] is available from Yao et al. [15]. The compila-
tion of data by Uemura [16] is an additional source of data
over a wide range overlapping with the region of interest. The
surface tension data of Löwer [13] was not used for the com-
parison since these are not primarily experimental but an
extrapolation from measured surface tension data of pure
water using measured viscosity data of aqueous lithium bro-
mide solution (see Shishkin [17]).
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Figure 5. Dynamic viscosity plotted
against temperature (a) and mass
fraction (b). Measured values from
Sawada et al. [1]. Isosteric lines for
both correlations in (a) 0.05, 0.10,
0.15, and 0.20 increasing from bot-
tom to top. Isothermal lines for
both correlations in (b) 0 �C, 10 �C,
and 20 �C increasing from top to
bottom.
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Figure 6. Deviation from measured data of dynamic viscosity
calculated with the original correlation [1] and the new correla-
tion.
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Fig. 7a illustrates that a moderate extrapolation of the new
correlation to higher temperatures is reasonable when com-
pared to the experimental data of Yao et al. [15] and Uemura
[16]. All experimental data sets agree mostly well in the over-
lapping range, though the data of Yao et al. [15] show some
visible deviation from both other sets at x = 0.1. The compari-
son of the isosteric lines for x = 0.3 and x = 0.4 with the data of
Yao et al. reveals that the potential of extrapolation to higher
mass fractions of lithium bromide is rather limited. In this
range, the deviation is quickly increasing.

The limits of extrapolation to higher mass fractions are
emphasized by plotting against mass fraction (Fig. 7b). The
increase in surface tension with salt content given by the corre-
lation is much smaller than the trend of the measured data
from Yao et al. [15] and Uemura [16].

4.2 Thermal Conductivity

For the comparison of thermal conductivity with literature
several sources are available. Löwer [13] measured a range of
properties for aqueous lithium bromide solution including
thermal conductivity and viscosity. Zaytsev and Aseyev [14]
give a compilation of averaged measured and calculated values
for a wide range of salts from several mostly Russian sources.
These data sets have a broad overlap with the data of Sawada
et al. [1]. Bleazard et al. [18], DiGuilio et al. [19], and DiGuilio
and Teja [20] provide data only for a small part of the desired
low temperature and mass fraction range. Kawamata et al. [21]
provide primarily data for higher temperature and mass frac-
tion ranges and focus on the investigation of pressure depen-
dence. Riedel [22] investigated the concentration dependence

of thermal conductivity at a temperature of 20 �C. The data of
Valyashko [23] are not considered since they are completely
outside of the considered range. The two more comprehensive
experimental datasets [13, 14] agree well with each other and
with the data of Sawada et al. [1]. The additional data [18–22]
is also qualitatively consistent with the other data sets. Up to a
mass fraction of x = 0.2 the new correlation fits well with
the experimental data even when extrapolated to 40 �C (see
Fig. 8a). For higher mass fractions (isosteric lines for x = 0.3
and x = 0.4) the deviation increases with rising temperature
and mass fraction.

The increasing deviation of the new correlation from experi-
mental data with rising mass fraction is also visible in Fig. 8b.
The isothermal data of Riedel [22] are almost indiscernible
from Löwer’s respective data at 20 �C. Since all experimental
data sets considered here are qualitatively consistent to each
other, it is promising to improve the fit further and use them
for an extended fit across the full range of experimental data.
This, however, is beyond the scope of the paper at hand.

4.3 Dynamic Viscosity

For the comparison of dynamic viscosity, the situation is simi-
lar to thermal conductivity. The measured data of Löwer [13]
and the compilation of Zaytsev and Aseyev [14] cover a wide
range of relevant data. The often cited data of Lee et al. [24]
considers a minimal mass fraction of xmin = 0.45 and is there-
fore outside the scope of this comparison. The data sets of
Rohman et al. [25], Lo Surdo and Wirth [26], and Wimby and
Berntsson [27] provide data for a limited section of the desired
range, which is included in Fig. 9.
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Figure 7. Surface tension plotted
against temperature (a) and mass
fraction (b) with experimental data
from Sawada et al. [1], Yao et al.
[15], and Uemura [16] for different
mass fractions with extrapolated
new correlation. Isosteric lines in (a)
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 increasing from
bottom to top. Isothermal lines in
(b) 0 �C, 20 �C, and 40 �C increasing
from top to bottom.
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For lower temperatures the data of Zaytsev and Aseyev [14]
diverge from Löwer’s [13] data in the intermediate mass frac-
tion range (isosteric lines for x = 0.2 and x = 0.3) while show-
ing the same trend as seen in Fig. 9a. Otherwise, all data sets
show qualitatively good agreement in Fig. 9a. The temperature
dependence of the experimental data sets is well captured by
the new correlation within its validity range concerning mass
fraction. Extrapolation up to 40 �C thus seems reasonable. For
x = 0.3 and x = 0.4 an increasing deviation is visible especially
in the low temperature range.

The dependence of viscosity on mass fraction of LiBr in
comparison to experimental data sets is demonstrated in
Fig. 9b. For the 30 �C and 40 �C isothermal lines, the new corre-
lation can be reasonably extrapolated to a mass fraction up to
x = 0.4. For lower temperatures the deviation increases, show-
ing the limits of the new correlation’s extrapolation above
x = 0.3. The deviation of Zaytsev’s and Aseyev’s [14] data to
Löwer’s [13] data in the intermediate mass fraction range is
clearly visible for 0 �C. The measured viscosity of Rohman et al.
is systematically lower than all other data, with lower measured
viscosity than for pure water for solutions below x = 0.1. A fur-
ther critical evaluation of viscosity measurements is sensible
but beyond the scope of the present study.

5 Conclusion

The goal of the new correlation was reached, i.e., the correla-
tion interpolates smoothly in the region between pure water
and experimental data of aqueous solutions. At the same time,
the quality of the fit is not jeopardized. On the contrary, the
new correlation agrees equally well or better with the experi-
mental data by Sawada et al. [1] than the original correlation.
The new correlation compares well to other experimental data
sets within its validity range and can be extrapolated up to tem-
peratures of 40 �C. The extrapolation of the new correlation to
higher mass fractions is not recommendable. Above x = 0.2 the
deviation increases significantly. Consequently, the dependency
on composition should be investigated further, when the corre-
lation is to be used for a salt mass fraction larger than x = 0.2.
This, however, is not the area of interest here.

The experimental data by Sawada et al. [1] for viscosity have
a large scatter. This makes the evaluation of the new correla-
tion’s accuracy somewhat difficult. New more accurate data
within the required temperature range is desirable, since no
published data in this range is available.
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Figure 8. Thermal conductivity
plotted against temperature (a) and
mass fraction (b) with experimental
data from Sawada et al. [1], Löwer
[13], Zaytsev and Aseyev [14], Blea-
zard [18], Di Guilio et al. [19], Di Gui-
lio and Teja [20], Kawamata et al.
[21], and Riedel [22] for different
mass fractions with extrapolated
new correlation. Isosteric lines in (a)
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 increasing from
top to bottom. Isothermal lines in
(b) 0 �C, 20 �C, and 40 �C increasing
from bottom to top.
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Since the different experimental data sets considered for this
article agree generally well, an extension of the basic formula-
tion with additional input for the data fit is promising.
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Symbols used

a, b, c [–] fitting coefficients in Eqs. (1) and (2)
i [–] index
m [–] number of estimated coefficients
n [–] number of measured values
P [–] arbitrary property
R2 [–] coefficient of determination
T [K] temperature
yi [–] observed response to independent

variables
ŷi [–] predicted response from

independent variables
�y [–] average value of observed response

to independent variables

Greek letters

h [Pa s] surface tension
l [W m–1K–1] thermal conductivity
W [�C] temperature
x [kgLiBrkgSol

–1] mass fraction of lithium bromide
s [N m–1] surface tension
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Figure 9. Dynamic viscosity plotted
against temperature (a) and mass
fraction (b) with experimental data
from Sawada et al. [1], Löwer [13],
Zaytsev and Aseyev [14], Rohman
et al. [25], Lo Surdo and Wirth [26],
and Wimby and Berntsson [27]
for different mass fractions with ex-
trapolated new correlation. Isosteric
lines in (a) 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 in-
creasing from bottom to top. Iso-
thermal lines in (b) 0 �C, 20 �C, and
40 �C increasing from top to bot-
tom.
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Sub- and superscripts

adj. adjusted
calculated value predicted with a correlation
LiBr lithium bromide
measured measured value
min minimal
Sol solution
W water

Abbreviations

DFE degree of freedom for residuals
RMSE root-mean-square deviation
SSE residual sum of squares
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